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CTC Staff Review of Preconditions 
Submission Review 

Spring 2019 
The information provided by your institution to demonstrate that each Commission approved 
credential program is operating in compliance with preconditions have been reviewed by staff.  
For preconditions that have been determined are met, no further action is necessary.  If 
additional information is needed, the precondition responses must be revised (use a different 
colored font), and resubmitted to Preconditions@ctc.ca.gov.  Institutions failing to submit 
revised preconditions within this time frame will be included in the next Committee on 
Accreditation meeting agenda for discussion and possible action.  If you have any questions 
about the feedback provided here, please contact Preconditions@ctc.ca.gov.  
 

 
California State University, Fullerton  

 

Preconditions All 
Met Needs Additional Information 

General Met  
 
 

Precondition 6: Provide the identification of the person (name 
and title) for reporting and responding to all requests from the 
Commission for data. MET 
Precondition 7: Provide a statement signed by institutional 
leadership (Unit Head) that all statements, documents, and 
information provided to the Commission by the institution is 
accurate and truthful. MET 
Precondition 8: Provide evidence that demonstrates how 
candidates are informed of the existence of the grievance 
process. MET 

Preliminary 
Multiple/Single 
Subject 

Met Precondition 2: Provide information indicating when candidates 
are allowed to enroll in student teaching/fieldwork prior to 9 or 
12 prerequisite units. Listing the prerequisite courses does not 
identify when candidates have experiences in a classroom. MET 
Precondition 4: Provide evidence that candidates are allowed to 
enroll in any professional preparation course. The narrative 
statement alone did not provide adequate evidence (see 
Preconditions Evidence Guide) MET 

Preliminary 
Multiple/Single 
Subject Intern 

Met Precondition 1: Provide evidence that Multiple Subject 
candidates admitted to the internship program hold a 
baccalaureate degree or higher from a regionally accredited 
institution of higher education. (See Preconditions Evidence 
Guide.) MET 
Precondition 2: Provide evidence that each Multiple Subject 
intern admitted into the program has passed the Commission-
approved subject matter examinations(s) for the subject area(s) in 
which the Intern is authorized to teach, and each Single Subject 
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Preconditions All 
Met Needs Additional Information 

intern admitted into the program has passed the Commission-
approved subject matter examination(s) or completed the subject 
matter program for the subject areas(s) in which the Intern is 
authorized to teach. (See Preconditions Evidence Guide.) MET 
Precondition 5: Provide evidence of both (a) and (b) as it pertains 
to Multiple Subject. MET 
Precondition 8: Provide evidence of the ECO for Single Subject 
(The link provided was to a webpage that states “Under revision. 
Please check back.”) Also, clarify how interns in the Multiple 
Subject program are informed of ECO pdf file that was provided? 
MET 
Precondition 10: Provide evidence that the institution and 
participating districts certify that Multiple Subject interns do not 
displace certificated employees in participating districts. MET 

Teacher 
Induction  

 Precondition 1: Please provide a password for the sample course 
syllabi.  

Preliminary 
Education 
Specialist 

Met  

Preliminary 
Education 
Specialist Intern 

Met Precondition 2: Missing program assurance and link to evidence. 
MET 
Precondition 5: Evidence is required to verify that this 
precondition is adhered to beyond program assurance (e.g. form, 
advisement document, posted requirements). MET 
Precondition 9: Evidence is required to verify that this 
precondition is adhered to beyond program assurance (e.g. form, 
advisement document, posted requirements). MET 

Preliminary 
Administrative 
Services 

Met  

Clear 
Administrative 
Services 

 Precondition 2: Evidence is required to verify that this 
precondition is adhered to beyond program assurance (e.g., form, 
advisement document, posted admission requirements) MET 
Precondition 3: Provide a link to the Program Handbook 
referenced in the program response as evidence. MET 

Early Childhood 
Special Education 
Added 

Met  
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Preconditions All 
Met Needs Additional Information 

Authorization 
All Added 
Authorizations: 
Resource 
Specialist & 
Autism 

Met  

Preliminary 
Speech-Language 
Pathology 

Met  

Bilingual 
Authorization 

Met Precondition 2: Provide evidence that candidates who complete 
the BILA post credential are authorized for instruction to English 
learners. MET 

Reading and 
Literacy Added 
Authorization 

Met  

Reading and 
Literacy 
Leadership 
Specialist 

Met  

 


